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privilege rather than a right. Still the belief persists that the public has a right
to know, one that the media happily trumpets whether it is constitutionally
guaranteed or not.

CHALLENGE

Dennis: There is no right to know.

The right to know is not an inalienable right guaranteed by the Constitution, but
is instead something that was invented by journalists and citizens interested in
getting information held by government or the private sector. For a number of
years journalistic organizations have been badgering the courts and the legisla
tures in the hope of .establishing their right of access to various confidential.
sources of information. This so-called right now has some modest basis in law.
in that on occasion courts have said that under certain circumstances and in vel)'
specific areas there is a right to know. But this is something so conditional that
it is not a right at all, but a quite limited privilege that depends on thedisposi
tion ofjudges. What they give today they can take away tomorrow. 1believe that
the right to know is a bacUy flawed concept that actually interferes with other
rights and may do more to impair than to advance First Amendment freedoms.
Still, it is important to note that the right to know is frequently a privilege cre
ated by the legislature rather than something that someone finds by nallle in the
Constitution. In fact, 31 states as of 2004 had such a journalisfs privilege .statute,
some constructed quite narrowly and others giving journalists considerable lati
tude not to reveal their confidential sources. Teclmically. the media and the pllh
lie do not have a strong right of access to infonnation for one simple reas<>n: The
Supreme Court has not seen fit to recognize a constitutional right of access
except to the courts. The press and the public do have a constitutional right of
access to attend open court proceedings and some other public meetings.

The right to know is most often invoked when media people are asking for
rights and privileges that the rest of us do not have. It is a justification for a V<lgllE'

category of corporate rights because the right to know is not put forth as an in(li
vidual right but as an institutional right, and here is where the argument gets
hazy. The First Amendment guarantees a right to speak that belongs to individ
uals. Advocates of the right to know say that this new right is derived from the
right to listen. Listeners (or anyone receiving the messages of free speech and
press) are entitled to a flow of information-hence the right to know. It is notable

that most of the rights enumerated in tlle Bill of Rights are for individuals, hut
the media would change this by adding a little corporate institutional appendage.

According to Harvard law professor Lawrence Tribe, a leading constitu
tional scholar, right-to-know advocates would differentiate between the
"focused right of an individual to speak" and "the undifferentiated right of the
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puhlic to know" (Tribe, 1988, 6(4). People who take this position, he notes,
argll(' that the First Amendment does not confer individual lights but protects
a system of freedom of expression. "This view," he says, "unduly flattens the
Fir.~t Amendment's complex role" (Tribe, 198A, 675). Another leading scholar,
Ed\\;n Baker, ,lgrees. A light to know, he says, is never more than a right to have
the governnwnt not interfere with a willing speaker's liberty.

Tilt-' light to know is something of a journalistie invention. It hegan in the
eark 1850s ""[Jell the press felt increasingly thwarted by bureauerats who were
standing between them and government infonnation. It hegan as a quest for
access to records and meetings, the so-called sunshine laws, shmt for govern
ment operations in the S1/llshine or open. These journalists wanted access to
g()\·t-'fIlmcnt records, documents, and proceedings at both the state and federal
levds. This \Vas called the Freedom of Information (FO!) movement. The
hihk [or this activist effort was a thoughtful, weighty tome called The People'!;
Right /0 Kllow: Legal Access to Puhlic R.ecords and Proceedings by Harold L.
Cross (J 9.53). The FOr movement had many positive <.:onsequences. It brought
sllilshine laws (open-meeting a!ld open-reeonl1egis]ation) in most of the states,
f()sterecl tl Ie federal Frt'edoJ)1 of I TJ formation Act, and opened up many gO\!

(~rnmellt meetings fronl which the press and public had previollsly been
harn~d. The FOI movement was both necessary and desirable, but the jour
nalish did not stop there. Many ex<.:esses fdlowed. The press claimed that it
should have ,u.:cess to many classified government re<.:ords and files. including
smne dealing with national defense and national security Jounl<llists also asked
!(lI' greater imullmity from lihel suits, whether brought hy public officials or pri
vate citizens. Some reporters asked for a right to rummage through the private
papers of individuals to pursue the trtlth and frequently daimed that the right
of priva<.:y was all undue hindran<.:e on the press and public.

Over the years the media and .~ome legal s<.:holars have rightly pressed for
the fr('(~ flow of information, including access to judicial proceedings, open
records, and open meetings, all essential to a functioning democracy. But
tlwy've also gont' further, arguing that a vague right to know, often linked \Iith
gossip and CUJiosity, trolllPS the right of privacy. Additionally, the media corn
nlllllity has been joined by various health crusaders, the environmental move
ment, and people associated \\1th emergency preparedness, who also argue for
a right to know. This has led free press advocates such as Jane Kirtley of the Uni
versity of lvlinnesota to assert that "it is generally acknowledged that Americans
enjoy this right" (Ki,tley, 20(3). She invokes a broad interpretation of the First

Amendment to justifv almost any intlllsion of the media into private matters.
In 2004 there were a number of high-profile cases in which journalists

wcre threatened with contempt of court and jail sentences for refusing to
reveal confidential sources. Judith Miller of the New York Times, for example,
got caught up in a bizarre conflict with the courts for refusing to reveal a soun:e
relate<1 to information ahout White House aides who allegediy leaked the name
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of a CIA agent who was married to an administration critic. In this installce.
Ms. Miller had not even published the information. hut this didn't stop the
courts from insisting that she lift the veil of confidentiality She truly hC'!ieves
that what she was doing was right, hut only all the basis of civil disobeuience,
not settled law. ThM's always a journalist's "priVilege." of course.

So what ifjoumallsts argue for their position? Hit were merely the mutkr
ings of media people at the press dub, there would be no prohlem. But all of
these claims anu many more have heen brought to the Supreme Court of the
United States. In each case the rationale has heen the people'S right to kno\,v. This
approach is what Anthony Lewis calls "press exceptionalislll": special rights filr
the press that are not available for the rest of the public. This approach also intro
duces a conceptual prohlem because the rest of the BiB of Rights applies to iJlch

viduals hut the right to know is <lclvanced as an institutional right. Effc)rts have
been In<lde to establish a broad constitutional right. And. as good lawyers will tell
you, there is always f11lthoritativc support for any position if lawyers look hard
enough. In this instance authoritative support w,ts found in the writings ofJames
Madison, who once said, "A popular government \\~tiJout popular information.
or the means of acquiring it, is hut a Prologue to a Farce or a Trageoy; or perhaps,
both. Knowledge will forever govern ignorance; and a people who mean to he
their (}\\11 Governors, must ann themselves \·\~th the power which knowledge
gives." As Justice William O. Douglas once wrote:

The press has a preferred position in our constitutional SChell1l'. not to t'1l"hle it to
make money, not to set newsmen HSicJe us a f,\vorecJ chlss, hut to bring fuifilllllent
to the public's right to know. The right to know is crucial to tlw governing powers
of tile people. (Douglas, 1971, Bran::bllrg v. H(/yes, 408, LJ .S. Reports. 66'5 ,It in)

This has a bittersweet ling for a number ofpublishers. broaclc,lsters, and Inter
net entrepreneurs who are clearly in the communications business to make
money and who have only the vaguest passing interest in the people's right to
know, even though their rhetoric sometimes suggests otlrerwisc.

Although the right-to-k110W leaders appreciated the support oljustict' Doug
la.s, they hankered for something more than mere rhetoric. Tiley thought they
had it when Justice Potter Stewart gave a notable speech at Yale Law School. In
that now famous speech Justice Stewart said that the "Free Pre~sClause extends
protection to an institution" (Stewart, 1975,631). This is what the right-to-kl\o\\'
advocates were waiting for: the First Amendment as an institutional tight, and
mighty support for the idea of a people's right to know. But alas, the word

according to Stewart seemed to have currency only at Yale. It was not a major
ity position of the Court (or even a minority view) and thus not the law of the

land. The people's right to know was still in the realm of grand theory. Although
it has been repeatedly pointed out that the Stewart speech h"d no standing in
the developing law of the First Amendment, it is often invoked as though it were
chiseled in stone and blessed hy the framers. This position of structural freedom
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of the press based on a right to know was and remains one person's opinion and
has not become law. The Stewart speech nevertheless gave much fuel to hungry
legal and journalistic minds seeking support for the right to know.

The next turn in the debate was a position put eloquently by federal judge
Irving Kauffman, who said that freedom of the press was dependent on pro
tection for three aspects of the communication process: acquiring, processing,
ano disseminating infonnation. This makes perfect sense, and journalists argued
vehemently that it is virtually impossible to disseminate information without
acquiring it (through news-gathering methods) and processing it (by editing
and prepming it for publication). This is logical, of course, but once again jour
nalistic fancy was light-years ahead of legal reality. What Judge Kauffman
posited was a theory of freedom of expression and from my point ofview a very
desirable one, but one without a solid legal foundation. .

Most legal scholars agree that there is powerful constitutional support for
the dissemination of information; most First Amendment law centers on the
right of people to speak and to publish. There is much less legal basis for acqui
sition of information and, in fact, much of the press's claim in this area is tied
to a case that denied the press any special privilege to withhold names of news
sources in court proceedings. In that case Justice Byron White offered a less
than reassU[ing statement with a double negative construction, that "news
gathering is not withollt its First Amendment protections" (White, 1972, in
Bran;:!Jurg e. Hayes, 406 U.S. Reports, 655 at 707). He did not say what they
were. On the matter of processing news or editing it, the law is quite thin.
Rarely have courts heen asked to give special protection to this aspect of media
work, and not surprisingly they have not initiated it themselves. In a few
instances when they have been asked to grant news-processing rights, they
have generally dedined to do so. An exception was in May 2001 when the
Supreme Court said the press was not liable for ill-gotten tapes and opted for
the public's right to know over personal privacy (Greenhouse, 2001).

The press has been inventive and resourceful in trying to establish the right
tu know as a provision of constitutional law, but to date it has not done so; and
from all appearances this idea \'lill have to percolate for a long time before it is
allowed to raise conceptual havoc \'lith the rather specific language of the First
Amendment. Justice Stewart aside, the right to speak and publish is both an
individual right and an institutional right. However, for many years the ability
to publi.sh and broadcast really was limited to media owners. This has changed
sOlllewhat, first with the advent of desktop publishing allowing cheap and easy
communication for ordinary people and even more so with the coming of the
Internet and the World Wide Web enabling people to create Websites that can
theoretically reach millions. The tension between the little media made possi
ble in a digital age and the still large organizational presence of big media means
that controversies over the so-called right to know are usually associated with
the economic motives of media companies. In reality, however, media are
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mostly large-scale enterprises and getting an individual message through for
the ordinary person is pretty difficult.

The right to know is a very limited privilege \vith many important excep
tions, so many that to call it a right is misleading. One of the strongest advocates
of the right to know is communication law scholar Franklyn S. Haiman, who
says the public's right to know is a vital element of the First Amendment
"because much essential knowledge is in the hands of agencies and officials of
government who can thwart the democratic process by keeping relevant mate
rial secret" (Haiman, 1981, 368). Haiman says the right to know is hased on the
need of the public for information to exercise its responsibilities of citizenship.
"In a fundamental sense, data in the hands of government belongs to the pub
lic, having been collected through the use of taxpayers' money and for the exer
cise of authority derived from the people as a whole" (368-69). All well and
good, but then come the exceptions (which Haiman acknowledges and sup
ports) to government disclosures that seriously undermine any light to know:

• The need to protect the privacy and other legitimate personal interests of
those about whom information is gathered

• The need to insure candid deliberative processes
• The need to safeguard the public's economic interests
• The need to preserve the physical safety of society and its institutions

(Haiman, 1981, 369)

These broad and compelling exceptions blow a hole in the people's right to
know, which need not be absolute, but c~rtainlymust have a broader reach than
Haiman and other scholars envision if it is to be a fundamental right and have
real meaning. Rights are not "now you see them, now you don't" propositions.

The right to know has a flimsy legal foundation, which is reason enough to
question whether it should be accorded the kind of status journalists want to
confer upon it. But there are even more compelling reasons for \ie\ving this so
called right with real trepidation. Journalist and screenwriter Kurt Luedtke,
quoted elsewhere in this book, put it succinctly when he told the Newspaper
Association of America:

There is no such thing as the public's right to know. You made that up, taking care
not to specify what it was the public had a right to know. The public knows what
ever you choose to tell it, no more, no less. If the public did have a right to 1mow,
it would then have something to say about what it is you choose to call news.
(Luedtke. 1982.4-5)

Luedtke got it right. If the public really does have a right to know. it surely
has a right to determine what information it truly needs to kno\,v and to demand
that the press (as its surrogate) deliver that information forthWith. Out the ""rin
dow goes the right of the editor and broadcaster to edit and to decide what is
news. And here the nightmare begins. If the press is to become the legal rep
resentative of the people under a general prinCiple of a right to know, then it
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will certainly be told by the courts and legislatures that it has a duty to provide
particular information to the public. This definitely would be a shocking intru
sion on freedom of the press and is something that I would hope no thinking
journalist would advocate. New rights bring new duties, and I have serious
doubts that the press "'rill want the baggage that will come with the public's
right to know, if such a right should be given full and complete constitutional
protection. I say let well enough alone, stop making self-serving claims in the
name of this public need.

ARGUMENT SUMMATION: There is no right to know.

The right to know is not to 1)8 found in the Constitution, tehich preseroes
indiGidual rights-not institutional rights. The right to know is, rather, a
creation ofcourts and is therefore a privilege that can be taken away. Before
rising to constitutional importance it must take on more breadth than is pre
sently recognizable. Origi1lally the freedom ofinfoDntltion movement achieued
legitimacy by focusing Oil the need for access to gouemment records, but it lws
siTlce expanded its aims to include a general right to know. However, even the
right ojaccess to government records is severely limited by exceptions such as
privacy, economic interests, social stability, and national security.

RESPONSE

Merrill: There is a right to know.

My coauthor contends that the right to know is not an inalienable right guaran
teed by the Constitution but is, rather, something invented by journalists or
granted to us by benevolent legislative bodies. It is difficult to dispute either of
these contentions. Such a light is not overtly in the Bill of Rights, and it does
seem that only journalists and public interest advocates have made much, if

anything, of such a right.
Nevertheless, even after saying this, I must insist that a right to know for

the citizenry of a libertarian (free and open) society does indeed exist--even if
such a right is a philosophic:al right and not spelled out literally in the First
Amendment. In my mind a fundamental or natural right exists whether or not
there is any prOvision at the moment for constitutional enforcement. That often
comes in due time. Rights, [ believe, do eventually emerge and gain legitimacy
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in the Jaw, even if the government at the moment (here or elsewhere in the
world) temporarily balks at what is really a right.

It may well be that a people's tight to know is not explicitly stated consti
tutionally. but journalists did more than invent it: They inferred from the free
dom of the press clause that a people's right to know existed. I suppose that by
making such an inference, which seems quite logical to me, they did in a sense
invent this right to know. But instead of feeling guilty for such an invention, if
such it was, journalists should be proud that they have seen this public right
standing in the philosophical shadows supporting a free press.

Why. we should ask, did the Founding Fathers pro"ide for a free press?
Simply for the sake of having a free press? Just so future citizens could brag
about such a pmvision? Obviously there was a pragmatic reason for the free
press (as wen as the free speech) provision in the Bill of Rights. And this rea
son 'revolves around what we now call the people's right to know. If the people
(the sovereign rulers of the republic) do not know about public affairs and
government business, they surely cannot be good sovereigns; they cannot gov
ern themselves well. In the philosophical framework in which they find them
selves. they must know. Their government is built upon the assumption
that they will know; therefore, certainly it is their right to know. They heed to
know; they have a philosophical mandate to know in order to be consistent
with their political purpose. The very reason for a free press is so that the peo
ple can know.

Someone will ask: If the people have a right to know, then does not the
press share responsibility \'vith government for letting them know? My answer
is yes. If the press argues for such a right (and I maintain that the press in a free
society, with its press freedom, must believe in such a fundamental right), then
it must take very seriously its responsibility of providing knowledge about puh
lie affairs to the people. If there is such a public right to know, and I believe
there is, then the press has an important responsibility to fulfill this right-to
see to it that the people are able to kno""".

At this point the government enters the picture, for the press cannot let the
people know what the press cannot get from the government. So, I maintain
that the people do have a right to know public business and that both the press
and the government have the responsibility to let the people know. Certainly
the people cannot know about their government without the cooperation of
both press and government. But the fact that the press and government both
fail from time to time to let the people know does not eliminate that right.

The concept of the people's right to know has mainly been promoted since
World War II, with books such as Harold Cross's (1953) The People's Right to
Know, Kent Cooper's (1956) The Right to Know, Althan Theoharis's edited col
lection, A Culture of Secrecy: The Govemment vs. the People:s Right to Know
(1998), and numerous articles declaring such a right and castigating government
for infringing on it. No adherent to a libertarian theory of the press can help
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admiring and applauding such antigovernment broadsides, but the problem is
larger than this. Two other important factors are involved in this business of let
ting the people know: the people and the press. Too often they are left out of the
discussion of this topic.

Frankly, the people either don't know they have a right to know or they
don't take it seriously. It appears that they simply don't care. Such a right to
know is certainly of great importance-a civil right if ever there was one. Such
a light is at the very foundation of American government, ofpublic c1scussion,
of intelligent voting, orpublic opinion, of the very fabric and essence of democ
racy. And yet the people appear to have little or no concern for this right. But
unconcern does not do away \vith the right. The only segment of our society
that seems really con(;erned about the peoples right to know is the press. Jour
nalists criticize, agitate, and fret about government infringing on the people's
right to know. They justify-rightly-their own press freedom by appealing to
the puhlic's right to kilO\\'.

A prohlem with the press is that it places all the blame on government for
denying the people their right to know. This, of course, is not true. The news
media themselves participate in the denial of this right. Persons familiar with
the typical news operation must recognize that only a very small portion of
government-relateu information gets to the average citizen's eyes or ears. So,
in effect, the news meJia are guilty of the same sins of omission and commis
sion that they point to in government.

Editors amI news directors, while promoting the idea of a people's right to
know, are husy selecting and rejecting government information. They leave out
this story, that picture, this viewpoint. They are, in effect, censors-perhaps
v.·ith the best of motives, but censors nevertheless. They manage the news just
as government officials do. They also play their part in the restriction of the
peopte's right to know. Editors call this practice "exercising their editorial pre
rogative." They see themselves as editing; they see the government as manag
ing and restricting public information. But the people's exercise of the right to
know is being limited regardless of these semantic games.

One who observes the editing operations of a newspaper or magazine is
struck by the swiftness with which government news is discarded. While waste
haskets fill with information that the people presumably should be reading, one
sees few tears and little gnashing of teeth in journalistic ranks. It is as if these
practitioners of journalism ohscure their own coverage of government without
even realiZing that they, like the government offiCials they criticize, are keep
ing hack information that, in their own \,,Iords, "the public has a right to know."
And though it can he argued that virtually all government agencies have Web
sites with voluminous material available to the public, I worry about what's not
there in that sea of information, the very facts and information that are much
needed to make personal and institutional decisions. And all the while press
people are hailing the right to know as indispensable for the country.
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Media people are correct, of course. The public dO(eS have a right to kn()\v.
This right has always been embedded in the American journalistic context,
even though it has not Iwen traditi<)I1,llly as popular cLS it has h(:('n since vVorld
\Var II. Now the emphasis is shifting from the pr<:>ss to the people, [rOlll j01lf
nalistic freedom to journalistic responsibility, from institutional rights of the
press to social rights of the citizenry. It is all part of the shift from negative free
dom to positive freedom. Part of the sodal responsibility theory of the press is
an emphasis on what the press doC's positively rather than what the press might
be kept from doing by government. The peop!c's right to know is a logical out
growth of this trcm.l. I maintain that the philosophical rationale for press fre('
dOI11 (interpreted until recently as the press's freedom) all along has been that
the pC'ople need to know. This need is translated philosophically into a right ill
our type of pluralistic, open, libertaJian society where the people theoretically
are thl~ sovereigns. .

Professor Kirtley, who is cited by my <:olleague Dennis, has written persua
sively that the right to know is crucial to democracy itself-and I agree. As she
puts it, "In any (Iemocra<;y, an informed public is vital. The public votes to elect
officials who draft and execute tlH:'ir laws. Without information. citizens would
risk heing alienated frolll a govemment that hecomes less and less accountable
to them" (Kirtley, 2003). She goes on to quote one of Dr. Dennis's filvorites. Jm
tice \Villiam O. Douglas, who \'\'Tote, "Secrecy in government is fundamentallv
anti-democratic, perpetuating bureaucratic errors. Open deb,lte and discussion
ofpublic issues are vital to our national health. On public questions there should
be ·uninhibited. robust, and wide open' debate."

Outrageous cases of courts' and judges' effectively blocking the right to
know do exist, of course. In 2004. in addition to the Judith Miller-Valerie
Plume case involving revelations ahout a CIA agent that could have put her lift.·
in danger, a more typicaJ case of"nntebook and shield" occurred in Providence.
Rhode Island, where a TV reporter was put on trial for criminal contempt filr
doing his job. His "crime" was accepting a 'videotape from a confidential source
th<1t showed a city official accepting a hribe. As NBC N~ws president N(~al

Shapiro wrote of the case, "ThLs is precisely what news organizations are sup
posed to do. The footage gave the citizens of Providence information they
desf)rved to have about city officials who. since the story broke. hav~ be(~n

charged. tried and convicted of criminal activity" (Shapiro, 2004). He adds that
"it is high time journalists were added to the list" of shield laws that protect pw
chotherapists. doctors. lawyers. and the clergy.

In conclusion, despite the sophisticated arguments put forward by Profes
sor Dennis and other.s who deny this right, I again assert that the people's right
to know does exist. However often it is denied-hy govemment and hy the
press-it is still there. serving as the main underpinning of a democratic soci
ety of the Amelica.J1 type. It is the justification for press freedom and an
absolute requirement for the political viability of the United State.s.
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ARGUMENT SUMMATION: There is a right to know.

Certllinly there is nu explicit constitutional right to know, but there L~ surely
an implied or natural right to know. The concept ofpress freedom assumes
such a rightJor obviously the press would not have suchfreedomfor no
(or only a selfish) reason. The country's philosophy is based on the people
as sovereigns; therefore, there is a needfor them to know, and this need is

logically translated into a right. Both the press and the govemm.ent share in
tlU:' responsibility to let the people know. The peo'ple may not think much
about such (l right, but they instinctively feel they have it, given their type 4
govemment. If they da not have such a right, then they see no real reason for
(/ free press.

SEARCH ONLINE!

~~ Use the follOWing tenllS and phrases to search for more information onLf InfoTrac College Edition: rights, duties, responsibility, sunshine laws,
access to infomwtion , right of access, individual rights, institutional

rights, First Amendment law, censorship, positive freedom, negative freedom,
right to know.

TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION

1. Think about thE' publics need to know, desire to know, curiosity to knov.i
and consider these alongside a right to know. What are your condusions';>

2. If a right to l<11oW is not in the Bill of Rights, where do we get such a right?
h it any more than a theoretical or idealistic right?

3. If it is a light of the people to know, "vhy do media themselves "vithhold
information? How can a newspaper editor believe in such a people's rigiJt
while refraining from gi"ing a quote's source, naming a rape victim, or

divulging the source of a govemment leak?
4. Can press freedom, which is in the Constitution, be equated with the

public's right to know? E~'Plain your answer.
5. If the invention of the right to know came about in the early 1950s, why

do you think it developed so late in American history if the plinciple on
which it rests is valid?
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TOPICS FOR RESEA.RCH

1. Write a paper about forces for and against the right to know. Who have
the right-to-know spokespersons been over the years? Who have been
their opponents?

2. Prepare a study of the origins, present status, and prohahle future of the
federal Freedom of Information Act.

3. 'Write a review essay about thre.e or four major books or artic:les about
privacy from the perspective of the right to know. When do privacy' rights
take precedence over the media's desire to know something?

4. \Vhat is intellectual propelty? How is it connected to the law of copyright?
Why is copyright law a part of U.S. federal (;Ode? How do copyright and
protection of all individual author:s rights impair the people's right to know?
Should anyone care?

S. \-Vhy is there a debate over the right to know? Why is it that media people
believe it exists and lawyers S,ly "no way'"'~
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